
When you’re leading a sales team, all roads must lead to revenue-generating activities. And 
with data often considered as businesses’ most important asset, aggregating and analyzing 
information is critical to tracking KPIs. Data can drive your team’s efforts, and provide evidence 
of upcoming challenges and insights into new opportunities. Here are 10 ways you can take 
your sales to the next level. 

10 ways to  
boost Q4 revenue.

1- Identify slipping sales 

Why start here? For many sales teams, the most important piece of data is understanding when customers slow 
down or stop buying. Retention is critical, and generating sales from existing customers is much easier than 
finding a new customer. In fact, increasing customer retention rates by 5% increases profits by 25% to 95%. So, 
sales teams should start with the question, “Are customers buying less from us?” and then turn to your data to find 
out, plus which customers to focus on.

2- Set pipeline priorities   

What’s in the queue? A simple question with a multi-layered answer. While every order matters, not every 
order is measured equally. Analyzing your sales pipeline provides the details to help you understand several 
performance metrics and clearly illustrates where opportunities lie. Reviewing time in between orders, as well as 
applied discounts, types and volume of products in each order, can spark ways to increase upsell and cross-sell 
opportunities, measure cost to serve and grow margins. An accurate sales pipeline optimizes business planning 
and cash flow. 

3- Consider order size 

Your revenue engine is humming when your sales team is closing deals and your fulfillment team is cranking out 
orders. Keep reviewing order size to understand if that excitement is justified, as it reveals several details that can 
lead to higher margins and better revenues. Tracking average order size gives you insights into where you need to 
direct your attention, growing order size and/or reducing focus on small volume, low-margin sales.

Know these KPIs 
 retention               order value            account revenue

Know these KPIs 
 largest opps               time between orders            applied discounts

Know these KPIs 
 order margin average               order size            add-on value
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4- Avoid out of stock 

Can’t sell what’s not in stock. Certainly it’s no secret that your team is dependent on inventory, and your 
purchasing department’s ability to keep pace with sales demand. The best way to keep customers (and sales) 
happy is good inventory management so you avoid “out of stock” situations and “dead stock” quantities. 
Additionally, managing inventory well helps you identify “slow-moving” stock before it becomes a problem. Stock 
levels impact the customer experience, and customers tend to stick around longer when they get what they order 
on time in full.

5- Identify cross-sell and upsell opportunities 

Most sales leaders want to better understand their customers’ purchasing behavior. The value of that data can 
help increase revenue-generating opportunities in a variety of ways. For example, knowing what customers are 
not buying can help sales reps identify complementary products to offer as upsells, while knowing what they 
are buying can help to identify trends, and lead to cross-sell opportunities. Either way, understanding purchasing 
habits can show customers that you are paying attention and care about their businesses. 

6- Know why you’re winning — and losing 

Are you closing business because of a particular marketing campaign, new products or a seasonal spike? Are 
you missing opportunities due to underperforming sales reps, non-competitive pricing or increased competitor 
activity? Simply stated, data can provide you the information you need to help you allocate your time to the right 
priorities, and make better decisions based on actionable intelligence instead of gut feel. When you know why 
you win — or lose — you can create processes that help increase chances for success.

7- Recognize your team’s strengths and weaknesses 

The sales team is your first line of defense when it comes to customer satisfaction and loyalty, so it’s important 
that sales leaders know the lay of the land. Do you know why certain products are moving or why once-active 
customers have stopped buying from you? Could it be that your sales team doesn’t know your full product range 
and its unique benefits? Or did a customer’s change in purchasing behavior coincide with a change of internal 
sales support or a new sales rep? Knowing this can help you develop a strategy to pivot when opportunities start 
slipping.

Know these KPIs 
 stock on hand               days cover            min/max levels

Know these KPIs 
 common product bundles               historical value             current value

Know these KPIs 
 lead response time                  win/loss reason              average days deals in the pipeline

Know these KPIs 
 sales rep performance vs budget                  who’s selling what?              forecast accuracy
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8- Be familiar with margins 

Tracking profit margins can be a full-time job, and even when revenues are up, unless monitored closely, 
margins within individual sales can erode, leading to pricing strategies that may not be in the best interest of 
your business. Can you measure margins across different business divisions, product categories, suppliers or 
customer categories? Armed with this information, you can make sure that you are in control of your margins, and 
have a consistent strategy for avoiding erosion from too many discounts or loose pricing guidelines. 

9- Deliver superior customer service: your best sales tool 

Customers want to know you care, and quality customer service is the gateway to long-term relationships. By 
using advanced data analytics, including tracking fulfillment rates and delivery times, you can better understand 
your consumer base, deliver on or exceed expectations, and proactively identify opportunities for improvement. 

10- Remember ABC – Always be closing 

How many leads or opportunities are being converted into customers? Marketing and sales teams invest a lot 
of time and resources in finding, qualifying and closing sales leads. A low or constantly changing close rate 
could mean several problems such as a lack of competitiveness in the market, poor pricing strategy, the value 
proposition being offered during the marketing campaign to the leads, or the sales team needing additional 
training. Using advanced data analytics, sales leaders can find out the whys and then make more insightful and 
strategic decisions to benefit the bottom line.

Ready to get started? 

These are just a handful of revenue-generating ideas driven by data. For more inspiration, sign up here to view the 
on-demand recording of our webinar, Dashboards and scorecards: how is your business really performing? 

Phocas is a data analytics software that has grown up with businesses that make, move and sell products, and 
generate large volumes of data. With our solution, you’ll be able to spend less time managing static reports and 
more time finding revenue opportunities, plus knowing where to invest your time and resources. You’ll see for 
yourself why sales leaders choose Phocas and why sales teams are loyal users.

Know these KPIs 
 gross profit margins               actual margins            net profit margins 

Know these KPIs 
 lifetime value               cost-to-serve             DIFOT

Know these KPIs 
 conversion rate from MQL to SQL               win rate              rate of follow-up contact pipeline
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